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ORDINANCE No. 94 

UFM RULE 

CATEGORY-A (Cancellation of paper concerned) 

1.      Taking assistance from any other candidate or any other person in any unauthorised manner 

whatsoever in answering the question paper during the course of the examination. 

2.    Assisting any other candidate in any unauthorised manner whatsoever in answering the 

question paper during the course of the examination. 

3.       Deliberately disclosing one’s identity or marking any distinctive mark in the answer book for 

that purpose. 

4.    Carrying into the examination room/hall any book, paper, notes or any other material 

whatsoever likely to be used directly or indirectly by the candidate in connection with the 

examination. 

CATEGORY-B (Cancellation of the subject which he is appearing) 

           Taking assistance from any book, paper, notes or any other material in answering the 

question paper during the course of examination. 

CATEGORY-C (Cancellation of present full examination) 

1.      Smuggling in an answer book or a continuation sheet. 

2.      Taking out or arranging to send out an answer book or its any page or continuation sheet. 

3.      Replacing or getting replaced answer book or its any page or continuation sheet during or after 

the examination. 

4.     Using indecent and or abusive language against the invigilator/superintendent/any other officer 

deputed by the university at the Centre. 

5.    Destroying of unfair means materials found with the candidate either by swallowing or 

throwing out of the room or window or elsewhere or in any other way. 

CATEGORY-D (Cancellation of present examination in full and debarring for 

one examination) 

1.     Getting impersonated by any person in the Examination. 

2.     Leaving examination room/hall before the expiry of half an hour or without handing over the 

answer books to the invigilator in charge. 

3.     Intentionally tearing off his own answer book or a part of a leaf or a continuation sheet or of 

any other candidate appearing at the examination. 

4.      Disrupting the examination in any way. 

5.      Forcing others to leave the examination room/halls. 

6.      Carrying any weapons of offence to the examination room/hall. 

7.     Any other act of the candidate including refusal to hand over the criminating material during 

the course of the examination reported by the invigilator/superintendent or any other officer deputed 

by the university and found misbehaviour by the Committee. 

CATEGORY-E (No Punishment) 

         If material is not related with the subject of examination. 

 


